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Clear layout: Hot food dispenser in MANHATTAN food serving system

Hygienic. The MANHATTAN food cabinet com-
partments are hygienic and easy to clean. Each
one will take up to 4 GASTRONORM container
trays 1/1 - 65mm - either for preparing food or
keeping it hot. 

On-off switch for    
MANHATTAN 
food dispenser



Shelves with one or two
levels are available as 
accessoires

Attractive: 
The accessoires are protector
screens made of float glass,
halogen spots and ceramic
heat radiators in the lighting
strip.



Enticing: MANHATTAN cold servery used as salad bar, 
breakfast bar, cold buffet, etc.



Refreshing. 
MANHATTAN drinks dispenser, insert CNS
grill, and place the drinks on it.

Free-standing. 
Wether on-line or free-flow - 
the MANHATTAN cold servery gives you an ape-
tite in all situations. 



Clean.
The cooling basin has a
water drainage for cleaning
of draining off condensation
water after crashed ice has
been used.

Tis is the English term used
in the original;
should it be “crushed ice” ? 

Cool.
Closed cabinet-chilled or
unchilled-with bottle crate
for storing in readiness and
keeping drinks cool.





Coffee or coke?
The MANHATTAN general purpose module is the ideal
place for the coffee machine or 
pre- and post-mixing systems. 

Open or closed?
Here you see the open version.
You can have closing doors on it if you wish.



The tray slide is also 
available alternatively in the
plastic coated laminated
wood panel version.

With or without?
MANHATTAN comes as
standard without display 
shelves. Try out for yourself
what your needs are!



The right framework for food serving trolleys or the food transport system:
the MANHATTAN mobile wall unit







Chilled.
MANHATTAN chilled display - Display cabinet for chilled foods and snacks.

Enticing transparancy.
MANHATTAN unchilled display cabinet.



Convenient.
Digital adjustment
and monitoring of
the chilling
temperature.

Sophisticated cooling 
technology in elegant design.



MANHATTAN cash desk stand - left surround or right surround. 
The till fits in!

The space-saving small 
solution: fitting a shelf to any
module - small but fine!



MANHATTAN cutlery and tray
dispenser - everything at one 
glance, everything within reach.



Reaching out invitingly:
MANHATTAN 90° outer corner. A place found at last for all the oddments.

Front view: 
MANHATTAN 90° inner corner. Space creation with a touch of style!



Flexible:
MANHATTAN 45° outer corner. Large placement area with
little space requirement.

Small:
MANHATTAN 45° inner corner. Fits into the smallest free
corner. It makes arranging fun!
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